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The reliability of the dose uptake ratio (DUR), a widely used index of
18F-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (18FDG) metabolism in a variety of
tumors, depends on the overall rate of removal of 18FDG from the

circulation. Correcting for this factor is important if DUR is to be
used quantitatively for pre- and post-treatment assessments of
tumors. Methods: We developed a simplified kinetic method (SKM),
based on measured blood curves from a control group, which
requires one venous blood sample. We compared the simplified
method to the conventional kinetic method and the widely used
DUR index in 13 patients with grade 3 or 4 non-small-cell lung

carcinoma. Studies were obtained before and after treatment. In all
patients, dynamic PET imaging and blood activity measurement
was performed for 80 min. The utilization rate of 18FDG (MRDGIc)
was calculated by using a three-compartment model and correlated
with a 55-min measurement of DUR and with the simplified kinetic
method. Results: Coefficients of determination (R2) between

MRDGIc and DUR before and after treatment were 0.53 and 0.71,
respectively. Using the SKM, these values improved significantly
(p < 0.0001) to 0.96 and 0.94, respectively. The pooled pre- and
post-treatment coefficient of determination for DUR versus MRDGIc
was 0.81; for SKM, it improved significantly (p < 0.001) to 0.98.
Conclusion: These results indicate that the observed tumor tissue
uptake of 18FDG, corrected for blood 18FDG activity and glucose

concentration, can reliably predict glucose metabolic rate from a
single static image acquired at between 45 min and 1 hr after
injection. This has substantial implications for the quantitative use of
18FDG PET to diagnose and manage malignancy.
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-Ihe deoxyglucose method was first introduced by Sokoloff
and colleagues to make quantitative measurement of local
glucose metabolism in the "normal" brain of animals (/). Over

the years, the deoxyglucose method has been extended to
clinical studies in human subjects with PET. For example, PET
with '8F-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (I8FDG) has been used for

the clinical investigation of many types of tumor, including
those in the brain (2), lung (3-6), head and neck (7-70),
reticuloendothelial system (11-15), musculo-skeletal system
(16,17), breast (18-20), bladder (27), pituitary (22,23), colon
(24,25), liver (26) and thyroid (27). In general, I8FDG PET has

proven to be of significant value in prognosis, evaluation of
malignant degeneration and determination of recurrence and
dissemination of neoplasia after radiation or chemotherapy
(24,28-32). However, rigorous application of the deoxyglucose
method in clinical investigation is complicated by pathophysi-
ological as well as practical considerations.

Pathophysiological considerations include the possibility that
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the relationship between deoxyglucose and native glucose
differs in different tissue types, for example, in certain tumors,
thus causing the lumped constant to vary. Practical consider
ations include those related to the length and invasiveness of the
examination. Ongoing research, in several centers, has focused
on understanding the relationship between the metabolism of
glucose and deoxyglucose in different tumor types. Another line
of investigation seeks to deal with the practical considerations
outlined above through simplifications of the methodology.
That is the goal of the present study.

If it is necessary to characterize different tumor types,
differentiate therapeutic response from recurrence, compare
studies in the same patient obtained at different times or
compare studies obtained at different institutions, a precise and
reliable method for quantifying the accumulation of 18FDG is

necessary (33-36). Such a method would serve as a standard

with which to assess the diagnosis and treatment of neoplasia.
This requirement is fulfilled by quantification of tissue deoxy
glucose metabolic rate (MRDGIc) obtained from a detailed
tracer kinetic analysis of dynamic 18FDG PET data. Unfortu

nately, in many clinical situations, patients cannot tolerate the
prolonged imaging times required for such studies, or arterial
blood sampling may not be feasible. Furthermore, many busy
clinical PET centers are not always able to devote sufficient
time to the acquisition of the data needed to calculate MRDGIc.

To reduce the time required for data acquisition and analysis,
while still providing a clinically useful measure of tumor
metabolic activity, the semi-quantitative DUR index of 18FDG

utilization was developed (33,35). Typically, DUR is calculated
from a static acquisition obtained between 45 and 60 min after
injection; one simply divides the 18FDG activity in a tumor

region of interest by the injected dose, normalized to the
patient's weight. This yields a dimensionless parameter which

equals unity if there is uniform, homogenous distribution of
I8FDG throughout the body. Although measurements of DUR

have been extensively used in many clinical examinations,
fundamental problems with its application remain, despite
many attempts to address them through a variety of correction
techniques. For instance, since accumulation of 18FDG is low in

adipose tissue, DUR may be overestimated in obese patients
(37). To address this issue, several investigators have proposed
normalizing to lean body weight. Other groups have proposed
corrections based on plasma glucose levels (38,39). Neither the
original measurement nor any of its derivatives overcome all of
the potential errors inherent in DUR. These can be surprisingly
large; for example, for lung tumors in which plateau levels of
18FDG accumulation have not been achieved at the time of

measurement (the usual case with a static acquisition taken at
45-60 min), errors in the DUR fall unpredictably between 20%
and 70% pre-treatment, and between 5% and 40% after treat
ment (40).

The theoretical basis upon which MRDGIc is calculated (1 )
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suggested to us an alternative approach that would retain the
simplicity of DUR while providing an improved and quantita
tive measure of tumor metabolism. In this study, we present a
simple, single time-point methodology for generating an accu
rate predictor of tissue glucose metabolic rate. With this
technique, the only requirement is a 15 min static image
acquired at between 45 and 60 min after injection of IXFDG and
a timed blood sample collected at â€”55min after injection. We

validated the method by correlating SK.M results with true
IXFDG metabolic rates derived from the 80-min dynamic data

set by full kinetic analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
Thirteen patients with primary Stage III or IV non-small-cell

lung cancer were studied by dynamic and static IXFDGPET. The

protocol was approved by the human studies committee of Mas
sachusetts General Hospital, and written, informed consent was
obtained from each patient. Paired studies were performed in each
patient. The first study was performed before treatment, and the
second 2 wk after completion of therapy. The patients fasted for at
least 8 hr before imaging. Blood glucose concentration was
determined immediately before the study.

Tumor location was determined by computed tomography.
Tumor grade and type were known from previous biopsy or staging
surgery. None of the patients suffered from diabetes mellitus.

Fluorine-18-FDG Synthesis
Fluorine-18 was prepared by 17 MeV proton bombardment of an

H21XOtarget (41 ). 1XFDGwas prepared by robotic implementation

of the method of Harnacher et al. (42,43). The radiochemical purity
of the product was evaluated by HPLC and TLC and was greater
than 98%. Pyrogen testing was performed by using the 30-min
limulus test.

Quantitative FDG-PET Study
All imaging was performed with an 8-ring whole-body imaging

system. The primary imaging parameters of this instrument are
in-plane and axial resolutions of 6.0 mm FWHM, 15 contiguous
slices of 6.5 mm separation and a sensitivity of 5,000 cps//xCi/ml
(44). All images were reconstructed using a conventional filtered
back-projection algorithm to a final in-plane resolution of 7 mm
FWHM. Transmission scans, acquired with a rotating pin source
containing 6XGe,were used to confirm positioning and to correct

for tissue attenuation. All projection data were corrected for
non-uniformity of detector response, dead time, random coinci
dences and scattered radiation. The PET camera was cross-
calibrated against a well scintillation counter by comparing the
camera's response, obtained from a uniform distribution of an IXF

solution in a 20 cm cylindrical phantom, with the response of the
well counter to an aliquot of the same solution.

The patients were positioned supine on the imaging bed of the
PET scanner with arms extended out of the field of view. Dynamic
image collection was started immediately before intravenous in
jection of approximately 10 mCi of I8FDG. Sequential images
were acquired in 15-sec frames for the first 1.75 min, 30-sec frames
for the next 2 min, 60-sec frames for the next 2 min, 2-min frames
for the next 4 min, 5-min frames for the next 20 min, 10-min
frames for the next 40 min and a 15-min frame for the final 15 min.

Arterial input curves were measured from arterial blood samples,
regions of interest over the left ventricle or regions of interest over
the ascending aorta. Several areas of the tumor were chosen for
analysis by selecting regions of interest above the 90th percentile
for 18FDG activity in the tumor as visualized in the final acquisi

tion. This strategy was used to exclude necrotic areas from the
analysis. The average time-activity curve for all the sampled

regions in each tumor was calculated. Analysis using a three-
compartment IXFDG kinetic model (1,40,45) yielded the rate
constants for ISFDG metabolism in metabolically active regions of

the tumors. The lumped constant is unknown in this tumor and was
taken to be unity.

From the images acquired between 45 and 60 min, a conven
tional DUR was calculated for each patient by dividing the tumor
tissue 1XFDGactivity in the region of interest by the actual injected

dose and normalized to body weight. The SKM value of MRDGlc
for tumor tissue was calculated by correcting the observed IKFDG
activity at 55 min with the blood IXFDGactivity at 55 min and the

blood glucose concentration. Coefficients of determination be
tween actual MRDGlc, DUR and SKM values for MRDGlc were
calculated.

Calculation of Glucose Metabolic Rate
Tissue time-activity curves were fitted to a 3-compartment,

3-rate constant model of 1XFDGtransport and metabolism. If it is
assumed that the disappearance of 1SFDG from plasma can be

described by a tri-exponential function, integration of the model
equations yields the following expression for the time dependence
of the concentration of 1XFDGin tissue:

- (kz+ k3)

K,
E A,

,-b,t

Eq. 1

where K, and k2 are the rate constants for IXFDG transport from

plasma into tissue and from tissue back into plasma, respectively,
and k3 is the rate constant for IXFDGphosphorylation. k4, the rate
constant for ISFDG dephosphorylation, was assumed to be zero

(40). h,, b2 and b3 are the rate constants for the disappearance of
18FDG activity from whole blood. For simplicity, Equation 1 may

be recast in terms of three parameters: P,, P2 and P3, where

P, = K, P2=
K,k1*3

P3 = k, + k,

yielding

CT(t) = (P. - P:) E AÂ¡
P3- bÂ¡

Eq.2

The tumor tissue time-activity curves were fitted by using Equation
2 with a nonlinear least-squares technique. From the fitted data, K,,
k, and k3 were derived for each study. The glucose metabolic rate,
MRDGlc, is calculated from P2 by multiplying with the blood
glucose, i.e.,

MRDGlc = P2 X Blood Glucose. Eq.3

DUR is calculated from the tissue activity CT(t) by normalizing to
the injected dose and the patient's weight, i.e.,

DUR =
CT(t)

Dose/Weight ' Eq. 4

By letting a and ÃŸrepresent the terms in curly and square brackets
in Equation 2, and rearranging (ÃŸis simply the area under the blood
activity curve from 0 to time t), the relationship between MRDGlc
and tissue activity may be more clearly seen:
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TABLE 1
Coefficients of the Tri-exponential Fit to the Blood Activity Curve

Patient
no.Pre-treatment

12345678910111213Post-treatment

12345678910111213A15151.043505.861801.106516.891381.526055.406329.1615560.977327.094010.693257.405483.874350.348969.486470.821272.546516.898601.678205.569557.204000.905627.596344.306197.184993.377041.44A2776.33883.72462.891087.78840.431134.28983.11657.56709.33977.72897.70971.96636.611193.641184.92680.371087.78623.01988.14666.64563.79866.42822.88886.29692.53854.31A3484.58793.17380.04757.531106.55954.83774.11424.55720.74703.64791.38690.44455.19914.091134.43601.66757.53636.82954.83822.67570.13774.27785.36694.10497.35666.32Means.e.m.Half-Ã¼feb1(1/min)16.05492.81063.491912.048019.27124.11787.244818.62296.715910.49553.12634.23707.65058.79609.774017.301012.04806.89216.89219.70906.91688.363412.872710.75145.070611.23359.33/min0.92/min4.46

secb2(1/min)0.28100.19560.21590.50240.22160.16300.37480.28360.19920.42380.18840.19910.49420.28580.36070.33650.50240.11840.15410.19040.21180.38930.38420.25530.21370.35720.289/min0.022/min2.40minb3(1/min)0.00760.01250.01020.01810.00750.00930.01190.01370.01030.01760.01250.00760.01950.01380.01630.01040.01830.00750.01080.00810.01240.01390.01790.01240.00880.01640.0125/min0.0007/min55.38min

A1, A2, A3, b1, b2 and b3 are the coefficients of a tri-exponential fit to the timed arterial blood activity curve represented by: y = A1 * exp (-b1 * t) +
A2 * exp (-b2 * t) + A3 * exp (-b3 * t). The mean and standard error (s.e.m.) of the rate constants b1, b2 and b3 are shown together with the half-lives of

blood activity which they represent.

CT(t) - a
Eq.5

The relative contribution of the a term is quite small (of the order
10%), and is greatest at early time points and when MRDGlc is low
(i.e., following treatment). Omitting this term leads to a systematic
error which results in over estimation of MRDGlc at low levels of
activity and under estimation of MRDGlc at high levels of activity.
This approximation, similar to that used by Rhodes et al. (46),
forms the basis of our analysis, yielding:

CT(t)

The relationship of P2 to DUR can be written as:

Eq. 6

DUR
P2Â«-J-. Eq.7

This shows that before ÃŸ,the cumulative integral of the blood
curve, reaches its asymptotic value, DUR may be a poor approx
imation to MRDGlc (40).

The key question is how to estimate the area under the blood
time-activity curve without the need for measurements at multiple
time points. This may be achieved in the following manner. If the
decay constants b,, b, and b3 are known a priori, and if A,, A2 and
A3 can be determined, then an estimate of the area under the blood
curve is possible. We observed that the decay constants generally

varied within quite narrow limits for the non-diabetic patient group
that we studied (Table 1). Thus, we were able to substitute mean
values for individual values with little loss of accuracy.

The determination of A,, A2 and A3 requires further information,
specifically, the actual IKFDGactivity in the blood at a known time,
the dose of 18FDG injected and the circulating blood volume in
each patient. An individual's circulating blood volume may be

estimated from known physiology, since there is approximately 70
ml of whole blood per kilogram of lean body weight in humans
(47). Both A, and A2 are set to the same value and equated to the
ratio of the injected dose to the blood volume. Calculation of A3 is
based on the known activity present in the blood at approximately
55 min. At this time, the first two exponential terms describing the
blood time-activity curve have become negligible and a monoex-
ponential function in terms of A3 and b3 is sufficient to describe the
curve. Therefore, since we know b3, back calculation to the zero
time point of the sampled 18FDG blood time-activity allows A3 to

be estimated. From these data, the area under the blood curve may
be estimated by using the previously described tri-exponential
function.

RESULTS
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the values for: MRDGlc deter

mined by full kinetic analysis, DUR and MRDGlc determined
by the SKM. The coefficient of determination (R2) for fitting
the tissue time-activity data to the compartmental model was
0.98 pre-treatment and 0.99 post-treatment. Table 1 details the
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TABLE 2
Patients' Weight, Blood Glucose, DUR and True and SKM-MRDGIc

Patient
no.Pre-treatment

12345678910111213Post-treatment

12345678910111213Weight

(kg)8554986873657058777563569185569466696369547772635691Blood

glucose
(/Â¿mole/min/g)10461917410474816887901051347779849277109981006876929613486True

MRDGIc
(/Â¿mole/min/g)0.33090.23220.25900.13960.17960.13590.20730.36920.08710.17710.19680.21100.17960.07870.06240.08210.10050.07270.11130.12530.04430.04650.08730.03750.04160.0665SKM-

MRDGIc
(itmole/min/g)0.29610.23190.25080.16660.19640.14870.20740.35270.10400.17900.20740.19260.20850.09990.07580.09470.11890.09860.12210.13910.06760.05800.09800.04950.06820.0973DUR14.5014.5513.538.9313.6611.1413.0417.446.286.848.586.3211.676.903.945.435.204.766.067.483.973.624.042.042.324.96

The MRDGIc calculated from the full dynamic study is shown, together with the SKM value obtained by allowing for glucose metabolism in the whole body.

blood activity fitting parameters, as well as the means and
standard errors (s.e.m.) for b,, b2 and b3; 9.37 Â±.92, 0.29 Â±.02
and 0.0125 Â±0.0007 per minute, respectively. These values
translate into decay half-times of 4.4 sec, 2.4 min and 55.5 min.
It may be appreciated that in this group of patients, these decay
constants are well defined and occupy narrow ranges.

Figure 1 shows scatter plots of the pre- and post-treatment
correlations between MRDGIc and DUR, and MRDGIc and
SKM. For the pre-treatment data, the R2 values are 0.53 and
0.97, respectively. The improvement in R2 was highly signifi
cant (p < 0.0001). The post-treatment R2 values were 0.71 and

0.94, respectively. Again the incremental improvement was
very significant (p < 0.0004). Figure 2A shows the regression
between pooled pre- and post-treatment MRDGIc and DUR,
R2 = 0.81. Figure 2B shows the regression between pooled pre-

and post-treatment MRDGIc and MRDGIc predicted by the
SKM; R2 = 0.98. It should be noted that data in Figures 1 and

2 includes the effects of the systematic bias caused by the
omission of the a term in Equation 5. The regression line was
MRDGIc = 1.14 X (estimated MRDGIc) - 0.0032. Figure 3

shows the correlation between the true area under the whole
blood time-activity curve up to 55 min and the estimated area
obtained by using mean values for the decay constants, R2 =

0.98.

DISCUSSION
Currently, DUR as an index of glucose metabolism in

neoplasia is in widespread use for the classification of lesions
into benign or malignant categories and for monitoring their
response to treatment (48-53). Some of these studies, however,
have reported inconsistent cutoff values for DUR in separating

malignant from benign tissue (37,50,51), while others have
failed to reach a consensus on this matter (48,49,51). The
present study arose from the need to reconcile the poor
correlation (R2 = 0.53) of DUR with MRDGIc that we

observed in our data, obtained for the clinical evaluation of

0.40 n

0 2 4 6 8 10
DDR IdimensionlessI

0.00 J
0 0.05 0.1 0.15

SKM-MRDGIc [|im,il/imn/g]

FIGURE 1. Scatter diagrams of DUR (A, C) and SKM values for MRDGIc (B,
D) versus true MRDGIc calculated before (A, B) and after (C, D) treatment. (A)
DUR versus true MRDGIc before treatment, R2 = 0.53 (p < 0.005). (B)
SKM-MRDGIc versus true MRDGIc before treatment, R2 = 0.97 (p <
0.0001). (C) DUR versus true MRDGIc after treatment, R2 = 0.71 (p <
0.0003). (D) SKM-MRDGIc versus true MRDGIc after treatment. R2 = 0.94

(p < 0.0001).
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FIGURE 2. Scatter diagrams of DUR (A) and SKM-MRDGlc (B) versus true
MRDGIc in all patients before and after treatment. The coefficients of
determination, R2 = 0.81 (p < 0.001) and R2 = 0.98 (p < 0.0001) are
somewhat improved compared with the individual pre- and post-treatment
values. This is explained by the tighter grouping of the low values in the post-

treatment group which tends to reduce overall scatter.

advanced lung cancer. This led us to examine the calculation of
DUR and how it relates to the compartmental analysis used in
the quantification of glucose metabolic rates in both normal and
abnormal tissues.

Inherent in obtaining the dose uptake ratio in tumor tissue,
consideration of the effects of whole body glucose metabolism
has been omitted; that is, only tumor 18FDGactivity is used in

the calculation of the DUR. However, the tissue activity
recorded in a static study actually depends on the history of
whole body metabolism, as well as the MRDGIc of the tissue
under investigation. This history is reflected in the shape and
magnitude of the blood time-activity curve. The dependency of
MRDGIc on this curve leads directly to the nonlinear relation
ship between DUR and tissue MRDGIc (see Eqs. 1-7) and may
explain some of the inconsistencies reported in the literature
(48,49,51),

Using the simplified kinetic method (SKM) described above,
we were able to achieve a very significant improvement (p <
0.0001) in predicting true tumor MRDGIc from a simple static
acquisition. This requires only a single timed venous blood
sample collected midway through the static acquisition, approx
imately 55 min after injection of 18FDG.Neither the time of

imaging nor the time of blood sampling is critical in this
method. However, it is critical that these times are recorded and
taken into account in the mathematical treatment of the data.

This method does contain a small systematic bias resulting
from omission of the complex term represented by a in
Equation 5 and the simplistic constraint of A, = A2. Other
constraints could be used, for example, the ratio A,/A2 deter
mined from a population study with the full dynamic method.
These biases lead to a deviation of the regression line from the
line of identity, and compound the systematic error introduced
by lack of knowledge of the lumped constant in tumor tissue.
Nevertheless, these systematic errors do not reduce the value of
the methodology we describe. Further random errors are intro
duced by individual variability in whole body glucose metab
olism and the assumptions made concerning the coefficients A,,
A2 and A3 in the tri-exponential description of the blood

FIGURE 3. Scatter diagram of the
estimated versus true area under
the whole blood time-activity curve

up to 55 min after injection. The
coefficient of determination is high,
R2 = 0.94, and suggests that the

method of area estimation is excel
lent.

- 45-

< 30

15-

Estimated Area =
1.2*(True Area) - 1.9

R1 = 0.94

15 30 45 60
True Area [min*nCi/g]

time-activity curve. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the
actual area under the whole blood time-activity curve and the
calculated area; the coefficient of determination, R2, was 0.94,

which supports the notion that the method used for the estima
tion is valid. The random errors lead to scatter about the line of
regression and are small since R2 = 0.98 in the pooled data set
(n = 26). Some of the systematic errors can be taken into
account by adjusting for the slope and intercept of the regres
sion line; this brings the linear relationship between the SKM
values for MRDGIc and true MRDGIc to within the 95%
confidence limits of the line of identity for the data (p > 0.5).
The effects of the lumped constant remain unknown but are
assumed to be linear. Even though the metabolic behavior of the
lung tumors that were studied is quite extreme, the correlation
between SKM values for MRDGIc and the true values for
MRDGIc was excellent. This suggests that application of this
method in other, better metabolically behaved tumors should be
straightforward.

CONCLUSION
We believe that this methodology represents a substantial

improvement over conventionally calculated DUR. It allows a
quantitative prediction of MRDGIc to be made, while retaining
the simplicity of a static, ' KFDGPET study for the assessment

of advanced lung malignancy in patients. Its applicability in
patients with less advanced lung cancer or other malignancies
will require further study.
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Thallium-201 Uptake, Histopathological
Differentiation and Na-K ATPase in Lung
Adenocarcinoma
Hironori Takekawa, Kazuo Itoh, Shosaku Abe, Shigeaki Ogura, Hiroshi Isobe, Masayori Furudate and Yoshikazu Kawakami
First Department of Medicine and Department of Nuclear Medicine, School of Medicine, Hokkaido University; and Third
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To clarify differences in accumulation in 201TI scintigraphy, we
examined the relationship between uptake of 201TI,histopathologi-
cal differentiation and Na-K ATPase. Methods: Thallium-201
SPECT was performed twice: 15 min (early scan) and 120 min
(delayed scan) after intravenous injection of 3 mCi 201TI-chloride.
The uptake ratio of 201TIwas calculated and compared with the
grade of differentiation and the staining pattern of Na-K ATPase.
Results: The sensitivityof 201TISPECT for well-differentiatedade-

nocarcinomas was lower than that for moderately and poorly
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differentiated ones. The uptake ratio on the delayed scan was
significantly lower in the well-differentiated group than that in the
moderately and poorly differentiated groups. This parameter was
also significantly higher in the Na-K ATPase-positive group than the
-negative group. Conclusions: These results indicate that the up
take ratio of 201TISPECT may be a noninvasive indicator of the

grade of pathological differentiation of adenocarcinoma and provide
insight into the relationship among 201TISPECT, malignancy and
Na-K ATPase.
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